Financial Policies to Achieve the Paris Agreement

Carbon Pricing in the Commonwealth

6 December 2023, 1400 to 1530 (local time),
The Commonwealth Pavilion, Blue Zone, Room MA09-G4

All COP28 participants with access to the Blue Zone are welcome to attend.

This event will include presentations on:

• Carbon Taxation in South Africa by Ms Sharlin Hemraj, Director for Environmental and Fuel Taxes, National Treasury, South Africa;

• Carbon Pricing in Canada by Simon Tudiver, Manager, Carbon Markets Bureau at Environment and Climate Change, Canada;

• Carbon Taxation in Singapore by Heng Jian Wei, Director, National Climate Change Secretariat, Prime Minister’s Office, Singapore;

• the Commonwealth Carbon Tax Model Law by Daniel Wilde, Economic Adviser, the Commonwealth Secretariat; and

A panel discussion on carbon taxation by the aforementioned experts.

For further information, please contact Daniel Wilde at d.wilde@commonwealth.int